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The goal: Takotsubo cardiomyopathy is recognized as an
important differential diagnosis of acute myocardial infarc-
tion. It is characterized by a transient systolic dysfunction of
apical, mid or basal segments of the left ventricle with an
absence of obstructive coronary artery disease. Despite a
rapid onset and severity of symptoms, it is considered to be
a relatively benign condition with swift resolution of symp-
toms and wall motion abnormalities, even though it may ha-
ve complicated clinical course and lead to mortal outcome.
Our aim was to present a patient under severe emotional
stress in which the clinical course was complicated with an
irreversible cardiogenic shock.
Patient and Methods: Single patient clinical characteristics
are analysed using available medical record.

Results: A 78-year-old woman was presented with signs
and symptoms of acute heart failure. The ECG and labora-
tory findings lead to suspect on ST elevation myocardial
infarction. Coronarography excluded the acute myocardial
infarction and left ventriculography indicated takotsubo car-
diomyopathy as a cause of the existing symptoms. Despite
the intensive treatment, respiratory insufficiency and irre-
versible cardiogenic shock developed and in five days the
patient succumbed to the illness.
Conclusion: Takotsubo cardiomyopathy has a benign clini-
cal course in the most of the cases, which leads to a total
recuperation of the systolic function and resolution of symp-
toms. Complications such as cardiogenic shock are rare. In
this case we present a patient with irreversible cardiogenic
shock as a rare complication of Takotsubo cardiomyopathy. 
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